Forum: A Stage for Paradise by Klimeck, Kaleena
FORUM: A STAGE FOR PARADISE
Forum aims to provide space for Paradise’s creativity to be boldly displayed. 
The space includes three stages, rehearsal rooms, and ample exhibit space. 
Additionally, the learning lab is designed to encourage  intergenerational 
interaction and mobility. The project can be viewed as a stand-alone structure 
that brings a new industry to Paradise, or it can be seen as the first in a series 
of venues that allow for a larger performance art-based economy to grow. The 
project will attract a new demographic to the area while also serving familiar 
faces in Paradise.
Kaleena Klimeck | ARCH 353 | Studio Macdonald
Site Plan Proposed downtown East VillageDesigned by Studio Macdonald, Winter/Spring 2019
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Form Development
Begin with simplified 
iconography.
Assign programs to spacial elements 
and distort the sizes according to 
program.
Create spaces by peeling, bending, and 
extruding. 
Connect the spaces  to create 
mass.
Angularize the form via the method 
described below.
Form is first angularized by mirroring the plan. The highlighted portions are then copied and rotated at thirty degrees to create the roof plane. The remainder of the roof is configured by connecting 
the highlighted portions. Simultaneously, inlets and outlets are created to accommodate circulation throughout the building. 
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1 box office
2 administration
3 restroom
4 storage
5 vestibule
6 rehearsal
7 restaurant
8 exhibit space
9 learning lab
10 reception
11 concessions
12 mechanical
13 workshop
14 outdoor stage
15 green room
16 main stage
17 black box
18 back of house
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LAB 3: Integrated Wall Focus Area
GREEN ROOF ASSEMBLY
pavers
screw jack pedestal
water retention layer
insulation
drainage plane
floor slab
winter sun angle
summer sun angle
flexible photovoltaic cells
adhesive
bitumen
insulation
water resistant barrier
semi-translucent light diffuser
LED lighting
metal decking
W24
HVAC
suspended ceiling
mullion
thermal screen 
low e glass w/ air gap
media layer
water reservoir
geofabric
drainage layer
insulation panel
reinforced screed
pavers
concrete wall
sand
vapor barrier
gravel
storm drain
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